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Animals instinctively seek freedom and 
resist being caged or confi ned. It is a 

primal truth, obvious to all, that freedom is 
better than the alternative. 

Individual liberty is the primary founding 
principle of our country. The results of this 
principle can be seen in the astonishing 
amount of human progress that has been 
generated here in the past 237 years. 
It is no mystery why nearly any list of 
human achievements since our founding 
is dominated by American names. It is no 
mystery why the fi rst human to set foot on 
the moon had an American fl ag on his arm. 
And it is no mystery why we were able to 
build the most productive economy in the 
world.

It is no mystery because when free people 
are free to pursue their ideas and build 
things together, the results are truly limitless. 
Humans are awesome, and Americans 
have set the standard with a few small 
contributions like the light bulb, the airplane, 

the telephone, the TV, the microchip, the 
personal computer, the mobile phone, the 
internet… The list is endless. This isn’t 
because Americans are born smarter –  it’s 
because America provides the opportunity 
for success and, in doing so, it attracts 
the best from all over the world. It does so 
with one simple promise: freedom. Here we 
simply agree that you are in charge of and 
responsible for yourself. We won’t regulate, 
tax, steal, silence, oppress, or coerce you out 
of pursuing your dream. In fact, we have an 
army of like-minded people ready to help you 
build it.

Or at least this used to be our message. 
Currently freedom is under attack from both 
internal and external groups. The internal 
ones crusade against freedom under the 
premise that they know what’s better for 
you than you do – all they need is a little 
bit more of your liberty. This is a trap. The 
external threats seek to intimidate us through 
violence. These groups must be defeated not 
appeased. Americans should never apologize 

for our freedoms. All of our strengths as a 
nation are derived fi rst from the freedoms 
of our individuals. Our armed forces are a 
perfect example of this. The most powerful 
military in the world is an all-volunteer force. 
It serves no tyrant or mob. It is made entirely 
of free people who freely chose to defend 
their country. 

Freedom doesn’t offer any guarantees. It 
does not promise any free stuff. Freedom 
doesn’t give everybody a ribbon for 
participating. You cannot sue freedom 
when you spill your coffee on yourself, 
because like life itself, freedom is inherently 
risky. But when the question is asked, “Is 
freedom worth it? Is it worth the risks and 
uncertainty that come with it?” The answer 
is immediately, “Yes.” It is always ‘yes’. For 
the sake of all those who have defended your 
freedom with their lives, the answer is forever 
‘yes’.

Caleb Crye
January 2013
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ANYONE WHO SUPPORTS FREEDOM IS OUR FRIEND.

ANYONE WHO PUTS THEIR LIFE ON THE LINE TO PROTECT IT IS OUR HERO.

ANYONE WHO SEEKS TO DESTROY IT IS OUR ENEMY. 
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FEATURES

Unique low-profi le waist adjust system  �  Each cargo pocket conceals water bottle/magazine 

stabilizer  �  Dedicated knife/light holder that still allows pocket access  �  Simple kneepad height 

adjuster located in front thigh pocket  �  Designed for use with removable AirFlexTM Combat Knee 

Pads   �  Built-in fl ap covers kneecap opening when not using knee pads  �  Stretch diamond 

gusseted crotch  �  Rear zip pockets �  Larger expansion panel at lower back  �  Larger front thigh 

pockets   �  Double seated rear

DESIGN

Designed as a no-compromise assault uniform, these pants are aggressively cut for maximum mobility. 

These combat-proven pants are sized in 2-inch waist increments and multiple lengths for a perfect fi t. 

Features a unique padded waistband and hi-mobility stretch panels at the knee and lower back. 10 

pockets. Designed for use with our patented removable AirFlexTM Combat Knee Pads (sold separately). 

Base fabric is Mil-Spec 50/50 NYCO ripstop with durable a 4-way stretch-woven accents. Zip fl y with 

Velcro® closure. Unique low-profi le adjustable waist feature. Patented, other patents pending. Made in 

the USA from US materials.

Available sizes: 28–46 waist in Short, Regular, and Long lengths.



APPAREL 02

FEATURES

Comfort placket behind zipper  �  Double layer bicep pocket  �  New eye-pro holder and pen 

pocket  �  Flexible Velcro® confi guration on bicep pocket  �  Streamlined elbow pad confi guration 

designed for use with our patented removable AirFlexTM Elbow Pads (sold separately)

DESIGN

The design that started a movement. When we developed the fi rst version of our signature shirt, we had 

no idea that it would lead to such widespread adoption of our basic design. The G3 Combat ShirtTM is 

a combat-specifi c garment specifi cally designed to be worn under body armor. It keeps you cool with 

wicking, lightweight, high-performance, fl ame-resistant DRIFIRE® torso fabric and reinforced Mil-Spec 

50/50 NYCO ripstop sleeves. Designed for use with our patented removable AirFlexTM Elbow Pads (sold 

separately). The G3 Combat ShirtTM features a zip collar that allows easy donning and doffi ng while 

keeping slings, straps, and brass off your neck. Made in the USA from US materials. Patented, other 

patents pending.  

Available sizes: XS–3XL in Short, Regular, and Long lengths.
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FEATURES

Each cargo pocket conceals water bottle/magazine stabilizer �  Dedicated knife/light holder that still 

allows pocket access  �  Larger front thigh pockets �  Designed for use with our patented removable 

AirFlexTM Field Knee Pads �  Extended zip fl y  �  No-snag button closure 

DESIGN

Like the G3 Combat PantsTM, the G3 Field PantsTM are sized with 2-inch waist increments for perfect 

fi t without bulky hardware. 10 pockets located for easy access in the same confi guration as the G3 

Combat PantsTM. Shaped knees are reinforced and accept our AirFlex™ Field knee pads. Fabric is Mil-

Spec 50/50 NYCO ripstop. Zip fl y. Made in the USA from US materials.

Available sizes: 28–46 waist in Short, Regular, and Long lengths.



APPAREL 04

FEATURES

Double-layer bicep pocket with new eye-pro hanger and pen pockets  �  Flexible Velcro® confi guration 

on bicep pocket  �  Designed for use with our patented removable AirFlexTM Elbow Pads (sold 

separately)  �  Dual-access NoProfi le™ chest pocket design

DESIGN

This G3 Field ShirtTM is a traditionally tailored general utility shirt featuring dual-entry chest pockets 

(top and side) for easier access while wearing body armor, a pen pocket on the left arm, and slanted, 

dual layer bicep pockets with new segmented Velcro® panels for reduced bulk. The bicep pockets 

include new eye-pro hanger feature. Shaped elbows are reinforced and accept our patented removable 

AirFlexTM Elbow Pads (sold separately). Fabric is Mil-Spec 50/50 NYCO ripstop. Made in the USA from 

US materials.

Available sizes: XS–3XL in Short, Regular, and Long lengths.
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FEATURES

Extended pit zips �  Extreme weather resistant 4-way stretch NanoSTXTM laminate with wicking knit 

interior face �  Soft lined collar and zipper placket for added comfort  �  Versatile intermediate body 

length �  Drawcord hem �  Flexible Velcro® confi guration on bicep pocket

DESIGN

The FieldShellTM is a versatile and refi ned softshell jacket that offers signifi cant utility in almost any 

weather. Our 4-way stretch laminate with NanoSTXTM creates a highly breathable, lightweight, and 

extremely wind/rain resistant outer garment. Packability, clean lines, and refi ned features are the 

hallmarks of this garment. From the fl at hidden-zipper front to the discreet zip mesh pockets that 

double as internal storage, this design remains uncluttered while still being multifunctional. Pit zips 

allow ventilation when needed. Made in the USA from US materials.

Available sizes: XS–3XL.



APPAREL 06

FEATURES

Stowable hood �  Folds and stores into single mesh-lined cargo pocket on sleeve �  Stirrup thumb 

cuffs �  Featherweight, high-performance NanoSTXTM  treated fabric  �  Elastic-bound hem �  Drawcord 

hem �  Soft lined collar and zipper placket for added comfort

DESIGN

Extremely light and packable jacket that offers outstanding wind and weather resistance in a handy 

featherweight package. The WindLinerTM folds into it’s own single mesh-lined cargo pocket. Perfect for 

packing light and countering unpredictable weather conditions. Made in the USA from US materials.

Available sizes: XS–3XL.
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FEATURES

Unique low-profi le waist adjust system  �  Each cargo pocket conceals water bottle/magazine 

stabilizer  �  Dedicated knife/light holder that still allows pocket access  �  Simple kneepad height 

adjuster located in front thigh pocket  �  Designed for use with removable AirFlexTM Combat Knee 

Pads   �  Built-in fl ap covers kneecap opening when not using knee pads  �  Stretch diamond 

gusseted crotch  �  Rear zip pockets �  Larger expansion panel at lower back  �  Larger front thigh 

pockets   �  Double seated rear

DESIGN

Our All Weather PantsTM are based on the same no-compromise design of our G3 Combat and Field 

PantsTM but built from a 4-way stretch woven fabric treated with NanoSTXTM for extreme weather 

resistance. These combat-proven pants are sized in 2-inch waist increments and multiple lengths for a 

perfect fi t. 10 pockets. Designed for use with our patented removable AirFlexTM Combat and Field Knee 

Pads (sold separately). Zip fl y with Velcro® closure. Unique low-profi le adjustable waist feature. Made in 

the USA from US materials.

Available sizes: 28–46 waist in Short, Regular, and Long lengths. 
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FEATURES

Mid weight wicking FR torso  �  Extreme weather resistant 4-way stretch NanoSTXTM laminate with 

wicking knit interior face �  Soft lined collar and zipper placket for added comfort  �  Flexible Velcro® 

confi guration on bicep pocket  �  Streamlined elbow pad confi guration designed for use with our 

removable patented AirFlexTM Elbow Pads   �  Water shedding bicep pocket opening

DESIGN

The All Weather Combat ShirtTM is based on the same no-compromise design of our G3 Combat ShirtTM 

but built from a 4-way stretch woven laminate treated on the exterior with NanoSTXTM for extreme 

weather resistance. The new All Weather Combat ShirtTM is designed to offer the versatility of our 

proprietary Combat ShirtTM architecture combined with the moisture and temperature management 

features needed when operating across a wider temperature range. A wicking, midweight, high-

performance fl ame resistant DRIFIRE® knit torso and reinforced 4-way stretch laminate sleeves provide 

a warmer base than our standard G3 Combat ShirtTM. Large easy access zip vents allow a massive 

amount of ventilation when needed. Designed for use with our removable patented AirFlexTM Elbow 

Pads (sold separately). The All Weather Combat ShirtTM features additional stretch woven upper back 

coverage for added weather protection and a zip collar that allows easy donning and doffi ng. Made in 

the USA from US materials. Patented, other patents pending.

Available sizes: XS–3XL in Short, Regular, and Long lengths.
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FEATURES

Absolute minimal material (packs down small) �  NanoSTX™ treatment sheds rain and snow �  Does 

not block access to any of your gear �  ClimaShield™ insulation for extreme performance and 

packability (Insulated version)  �  No need to remove kit to don/doff �  Extended rear panel covers 

small pack �  Front hooks clip to vest for added security �  Numerous stowage options �  Stuff 

sack mounts via MOLLE, belt, or Velcro® �  Folds into interior pocket, forming a pillow (Insulated 

version) �  Mounts to vest as a hand warmer (Insulated version)

DESIGN

The HalfJak™ is a new minimalist concept in combat-specifi c weather protection. It helps you stay 

warm and dry while avoiding overheating during movement. No needing to stop and remove kit to layer 

up or down. No interference with your gear and no delays while you’re on the move. Instantly transition 

back and forth between highly-aerobic and stationary activities without getting sweaty or cold.

Traditionally, operating in cold/wet weather meant that you could only: A) carry a bulky coat that you 

can’t operate in, B) freeze now so you won’t sweat later on, or C) layer up now and hate life later when 

you’re moving and sweating. Now, you can just throw the HalfJak™ on over your kit to stay warm and 

dry, and then shove it back in its stuff sack when you’re moving. Simple.

The HALFJAK™ INSULATED version is our new take on combat-specifi c cold/wet gear. Made with 

ClimaShield™ loft material, it is extremely light, packable, and warm. The exterior fabric is treated 

with a NanoSTX™ fi nish that keeps the water out.

The HALFJAK™ SHELL is the shell version of this jacket – made with an ultra-light waterproof breathable 

3-layer laminate, offering great protection from the elements and breathability along with extreme 

packability.

Available sizes: SM–2XL. Made in the USA from US materials.

INSULATED SHELL
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DESIGN

A ghillie that packs down to about the same size and weight of a baseball. 

Snipers aren’t the only people on the battlefi eld who benefi t from concealment. The Compact Assault 

Ghillie™ is a new, lightweight, low-bulk concept in assaulter concealment. It is light and small enough 

to carry with you or wear full time. Laser-cut 3D shapes physically break up the most visible human 

outline – the head and shoulders. Removable rear dual-layer panel folds forward over to conceal a 

long gun or binoculars. The open cut and featherweight materials allow massive airfl ow and prevent 

overheating. Stuff sack mounts to MOLLE or a belt. Made in the USA from US materials.

Sizes: MD–XL. 
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FEATURES

Integrated back and side ventilation  �  Designed to seamlessly integrate with the G3 Combat 

Shirt™  �  New dual-access NoProfi le™ chest pocket design

DESIGN

The G3 Range Vest™ is a simple low profi le garment designed as a complement to our G3 Combat 

Shirt™ for situations when armor is not being worn. Simple and uncluttered design. Zip front, packs 

small to fi t in to cargo pocket. Made in the USA from US materials.

Available sizes: XS–3XL.
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DESIGN

So comfortable, you’ll never realize you’re wearing ballistic underwear. Designed to defeat lower- 

velocity fragments, the groin, peritoneal, and femoral areas are made from Kevlar® and the sides of the 

undergarment feature high-stretch DriFire® wicking mesh. Available in multiple weights. Made in the 

USA from US materials.

Available sizes: XS–2XL.

DESIGN

So comfortable, you’ll never realize you’re wearing ballistic underwear. Designed to defeat lower- 

velocity fragments, the groin, peritoneal, and femoral areas are made from Kevlar® and the sides of the 

undergarment feature high-stretch DriFire® wicking mesh. Available in multiple weights. Made in the 

USA from US materials.

Available sizes: XS–2XL.
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FEATURES

Polyester/Spandex blend printed fl eece �  Lined earband for additional warmth �  Eyelets for eye 

protection

DESIGN

The SkullCap™ is a fi tted, 3-panel cap, cut for maximum coverage and situational awareness. It 

keeps your ears warm and doesn’t block your peripheral vision. Made from a custom fabric that allows 

MultiCam® to be printed directly onto the fl eece, this mid-weight Polyester/Spandex blend blocks wind 

and retains warmth while stretching to comfortably fi t most heads. Light enough to fi t under a helmet 

but warm enough to be worn alone. Made in the USA from USA materials.

One size fi ts all. 

SKULLCAP

Eyelets for eye 

The SkullCap™ is a fi tted, 3-panel cap, cut for maximum coverage and situational awareness. It 

keeps your ears warm and doesn’t block your peripheral vision. Made from a custom fabric that allows 

MultiCam® to be printed directly onto the fl eece, this mid-weight Polyester/Spandex blend blocks wind 

and retains warmth while stretching to comfortably fi t most heads. Light enough to fi t under a helmet 
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Available in three colors. Made the in USA from US materials.

Made the in USA from

US materials.

Made in the USA from US materials.

Only 

AIRFLEX™ COMBAT KNEE PAD AIRFLEX™ FIELD KNEE PAD

AIRFLEX™ ELBOW PAD
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FEATURES

Lightweight, extremely comfortable, and exceptionally stable  �  Quick-release option �  Three 

options for side closure �  Two options for side armor �  Quick-Mount™ pouch attachment system 

on cummerbunds �  Extended full-coverage back armor panel available �  Load support harness can 

be removed to wear as thinnest, lightest confi guration �  Chest rig component able to be worn with or 

without armor �  Shoulder buckle can be mounted on either left or right side or totally removed �  New 

custom lightweight, high-strength plate bag adjuster hardware �  MBAV-cut plate bags available

DESIGN

Introducing the AVS™ – a revolutionary system that quickly confi gures as anything from a low-vis rig to a 

fully armored load-bearing vest… And everything in between. 

Changing calibers? Simply switch out your front mag panels. Switching load-outs? Quickly slide off your 

modular pouches without unweaving them. Shifting threats? Just add or remove armor panels without 

having to modify your gear load out. Varying missions?  Confi gure it as a load bearing vest for recce 

work and switch right back to a fully-armored confi guration with ease. Attach packs, zip-on rear panels, 

StKSS™ load supports, and many other accessories – the options are infi nite.

Available sizes: SM–XL. Made the in USA from US materials. Patent pending.

FAST AND FLEXIBLE The Quick-Mount™ pouch attachment system on the AVS™ Harness component 

allows pouches over two webbing rows high to be easily slid onto to the dual-layer cummerbunds (inner 

or outer) without having to be woven through any other webbing. This feature also makes it extremely 

quick and easy to add or remove armor panels – without having to modify your gear load out.

BASE CONFIGURATION
HARNESS (1) + STANDARD PLATEBAGS (2)

ASSAULT CONFIGURATION
HARNESS (1) + STANDARD PLATEBAGS (2) + 

3-BAND CUMMERBUND (5) + FRONT MAG PANEL (10) +
6×6” BALLISTIC POUCH (7) + MBITR POUCH (4)

PLATE CARRIER CONFIGURATION
STANDARD PLATEBAGS (2) +
2-BAND CUMMERBUND (6)



HARNESS

6×6” BALLISTIC POUCH

FRONT MOLLE PANEL

3-BAND CUMMERBUND

STANDARD PLATEBAGS

6×9” BALLISTIC POUCH

10

FRONT MAG PANEL

2-BAND CUMMERBUND

DETACHABLE CHEST RIG MBITR POUCH

11

AVS StKSS™

12

SIDE MOLLE EXTENSIONS



THE  L IGHTEST  PL ATE  CARRIER IN  THE  WORLD.
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FEATURES

Feather light (a medium EK01™ weighs just a half pound)  �  Ultra minimal, ideal for low-vis or overt 

ops �  Comfortable stretch closure �  Easily adjustable �  Attachment loops for AirLite™ detachable 

chest rig on front �  Fits a wide variety of plate shapes and thicknesses

DESIGN

It doesn’t get any more minimal than this. Introducing a revolutionary material that removes up to 

40% of the weight of a carrier while still providing full MOLLE pouch compatibility and improved tear 

strength over webbing and fabric systems. Our new AirLite™ material combines the fabric and the 

webbing functions of MOLLE into a single layer – greatly reducing the bulk and weight of the system. 

Ideal for applications where reduced weight is the priority. Beware of imitatiors. Several outfi ts are 
offering copycat systems that look similar to AirLite™ but none offer the ideal balance of strength, 
stability, and weight savings we have achieved with AirLite™ – the original minimal system.

EK01™

The EK01™ plate carrier is the lightest MOLLE-compatible plate carrier in the world. Although it’s 

ridiculously light (medium size weighs just a half pound) it’s also an extremely durable and strong 

carrier. In fact, the AirLite™ material has far better tear strength than webbing sewn to 500D nylon 

fabric. The EK01™ was created to fi nd out exactly how light and minimal one could go while still 

offering a plate carrier that was comfortable and durable enough for extended wear, mission after 

mission. We are proud to offer the EK01™ as the defi nition of the extreme end of the lightweight 

spectrum. If you want a truly minimal plate carrier solution: minimal weight, minimal bulk, minimal 

complexity... Then the EK01™ is your carrier.

EK02™

The EK02™ model is just like our EK01™ but with the addition of two 6” wide side plate pockets.

Available sizes: SM–XL. Made the in USA from US materials. Patent pending.

AIRLITE  PLATE CARRIER

EK01™ EK02™
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AIRLITE™ VS. TRADITIONAL MOLLE
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FEATURES

Lightweight (3-5 lbs. depending on size)  �  Accepts optional side armor inserts  �  Integrated mag, 

radio, and admin pouches �  All parts are interchangeable with CAGETM Armor ChassisTM components

DESIGN

The CPCTM offers the same unsurpassed comfort and load support of our Armor ChassisTM but in a 

lower profi le plate carrier confi guration. It is releasable and accepts soft and hard armor inserts (sold 

separately). When paired with the BLASTTM Low Profi le Belt, it becomes an extremely effi cient and 

versatile armor and load carriage system. Designed from the ground up to take full advantage of our 

revolutionary StKSSTM system that transfers the vest weight to the wearer’s hips.

Available sizes: SM–XL.  Plate bags are sized independently and must be ordered independently of the 

rest of the carrier. Patented, other patents pending. Made in the USA from US materials.
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DESIGN

Unlike any other armor vest, the CAGETM (Crye Assault GEar) Armor ChassisTM is the result of years of 

design and engineering. Made by an entirely new production process, the articulated Chassis provides 

the most comfortable and stable armor/load-carriage platform to date. The design provides passive 

cooling via large air channels that run under the armor. Designed for use with our armored BLASTTM 

High Back BeltTM, the CAGETM Armor ChassisTM is fully modular and highly adjustable. Designed to 

be worn snug to the body like sports equipment. Features include: dual emergency doff, accepts 6” x 

6” side plates and shoulder strap plates, front opening access, uninterrupted side coverage (no side 

seam), exceeds IBA and USASOC frag and handgun requirements.

Available sizes: SM–XL. Plate bags are sized independently and must be ordered independently of the 

rest of the carrier. Patented, other patents pending. Made in the USA from US materials.
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DESIGN

A new lightweight and minimalist addition to our vest line-up. Unsurpassed weight savings and 

packability at just over 1 lb. for the entire carrier. The JPC™ offers a wide variety of confi guration 

options, from completely slicked-down to fully loaded-out with side plates and our revolutionary new 

AirLite™ cummerbund (shown above) that features our patent-pending integrated attachment system. 

This allows pouches to be mounted on both the inside and outside of the cummerbund and sheds 

unnecessary weight and bulk while improving ventilation. Made in the USA from US materials. Patents 

pending.

Available sizes: SM, MD, LG, XL. Two additional side armor options available for purchase separately.
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FEATURES

Extremely simple and lightweight  �  Highly fl exible and easy to use  �  Very little impact on range of 

motion �  Does not limit vests’ emergency-release capability �  Available in all sizes for AVSTM, CPCTM, 

and CAGETM Armor ChassisTM �  Kit includes two lengths for perfect fi t

DESIGN

Nothing short of revolutionary. StKSSTM is a system that allows a wearer to selectively transfer some or 

all of the weight of his armor load vest to his hips. StKSSTM allows the wearer’s shoulders and spinal 
column to be completely isolated from the weight being carried. Instead, the weight is transferred 

directly to the pelvis (hip bone) and legs. The effect is unmistakable and the benefi t is undeniable to 

those familiar with what wearing a 60+ lbs. vest for months on end does to your lower back. Patents 

pending. Made in the USA from US materials.
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DESIGN

US SOCOM’s new LV-RBAV, this carrier accepts SPEAR RBAV soft inserts and offers a full coverage, 

streamlined vest for low-visibility applications. Both shoulder and cummerbund are internally adjusted 

providing an ultra-slick external surface. Includes internal support for 6” x 6” side plates. Combine 

with our detachable chest rig for less covert use. Includes elastic internal and external cummerbunds. 

Compatible with most standard plates. Cummerbund with integrated radio/mag carrier available. 

Detachable chest rig available separately. Made in the USA from US materials. Patents pending.

Available sizes: SM, MD, LG, LG LONG, XL, XL LONG

COMPATBILE W/ DETACHABLE 
CHEST RIG

DETACHABLE CHEST RIG 
SHOWN INSTALLED
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DESIGN

Adopted by US SOCOM and designated LV-MBAV, this carrier accepts MBAV soft inserts and provides a 

lightweight streamlined system for low-visibility applications. Combine with our detachable chest rig for 

less covert use. Includes elastic cummerbund and single option. Low profi le adjustable shoulder with 

cable sleeve. Compatible with most standard plates. Compatible with our AirLite™ cummerbund. Side 

armor carrier available. Detachable chest rig available. Made in the USA from US materials. Patents 

pending. 

Available sizes:  SM/MD, LG, XL

DESIGN

Adopted by US SOCOM and designated LV-MBAV, this carrier accepts MBAV soft inserts and provides a 

COMPATBILE W/ DETACHABLE 
CHEST RIG

DETACHABLE CHEST RIG 
SHOWN INSTALLED

RADIO/MAG POUCH + SIDE 
PLATE CUMMERBUND
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FEATURES

No helmet needed to use NVGs  �  Highly adjustable headband and chin strap  �  Stable and 

comfortable �  Battery pack attachment �  Simple low-profi le chin strap �  Cable routing 

channels �  Padded structural support for NVG mount

DESIGN

Solving the problem of wearing NVGs when you don’t need a helmet, the NightCap™ is great for 

low-vis needs, general recce work, and even hunting. Stuff it in your pocket until needed and then 

just clip your NVGs in for a lightweight and stable option when a helmet is not needed. Packs down 

to practically nothing. Feels like wearing a baseball hat. Simple, adjustable, and breathable. The 

NightCap™ was designed in conjunction with the original group that requested it, and is now available 

to everyone. Compatible will all current 3- and 4-hole NVG mounts (does not include NVG mount).

One size fi ts all. Made the in USA from US materials.
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NIGHTCAP

Highly adjustable headband and chin strap  �  Stable and 

Simple low-profi le chin strap �  Cable routing 

Padded structural support for NVG mount

Solving the problem of wearing NVGs when you don’t need a helmet, the NightCap™ is great for 

low-vis needs, general recce work, and even hunting. Stuff it in your pocket until needed and then 

just clip your NVGs in for a lightweight and stable option when a helmet is not needed. Packs down 

to practically nothing. Feels like wearing a baseball hat. Simple, adjustable, and breathable. The 
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NightCap™ was designed in conjunction with the original group that requested it, and is now available 

to everyone. Compatible will all current 3- and 4-hole NVG mounts (does not include NVG mount).

Solving the problem of wearing NVGs when you don’t need a helmet, the NightCap™ is great for 

low-vis needs, general recce work, and even hunting. Stuff it in your pocket until needed and then 

just clip your NVGs in for a lightweight and stable option when a helmet is not needed. Packs down 

to practically nothing. Feels like wearing a baseball hat. Simple, adjustable, and breathable. The 
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DESIGN

A single, lightweight belt system that carries your gear and holds up your pants. Features our new 

LoopLock™ inner belt layer that passes through pants belt loops, keeping the belt oriented and stable. 

There are two main ways to confi gure the system to suit any operational need: 

1. Keep the inner LoopLock™ layer attached to belt for most secure and stable setup.

2. Wear inner layer as a separate low-profi le pants belt for added versatility.

DESIGN

Multiple pistol mounting options (on inner layer, on exterior MOLLE, and on main belt) �  Two versions 

are available: one includes a load-rated main belt; the other includes main belt for uses that do not 

require safety ratings �  Ergonomically-shaped for long wearing comfort �  Extremely light and low 

bulk �  Compatible with our StKSS™ load support system �  Cleanly stores a retention lanyard (sold 

separately) �  Inner belt functions on its own as a great low profi le pants belt (no hardware) �  Ballistic 

and padded inserts available

Available sizes: SM–XL. Made in the USA from US materials. Patent pending.

DESIGN

A single, lightweight belt system that carries your gear and holds up your pants. Features our new A single, lightweight belt system that carries your gear and holds up your pants. Features our new 

LoopLock™ inner belt layer that passes through pants belt loops, keeping the belt oriented and stable. LoopLock™ inner belt layer that passes through pants belt loops, keeping the belt oriented and stable. 
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DESIGN

Combining the benefi ts of lower back support with fl exible armor protection, the BLASTTM (Ballistic 

Load And SupporT) High Back Belt is an extremely stable and comfortable load carriage platform. It 

allows you to carry holsters, pouches, and thigh rigs securely and comfortably. It is designed to work 

in combination with our CAGETM Armor Chassis™ or other operator-cut vests. Accepts rifl e protective 

upgrade plates. Exceeds IBA and USASOC frag and handgun requirements. Made in the USA from US 

materials.

The BLAST High Back BeltTM is compatible with Crye PrecisionTM Suspenders and Side Sleeves.

Available sizes: SM–XL.

PHOTOS SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL SIDE SLEEVES (SOLD SEPARATELY)
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DESIGN

Similar to the original BLASTTM High Back Belt but cut in a lower profi le, the new BLASTTM Low 

Profi le Belt is also an extremely stable and comfortable load carriage platform. It is designed to work 

in combination with almost any armor vest. Optional soft armor insert exceeds IBA and USASOC frag 

and handgun requirements. Also accepts our rifl e protective upgrade plates. Made in the USA from US 

materials.

The BLASTTM Low Profi le Belt is compatible with Crye PrecisionTM Suspenders.

Available sizes: SM–XL.
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1 CONTOURED GROIN PANEL™ 

3-dimensionally formed for increased coverage. Unique attachment allows weight to be carried 

by pants not vest. Exceeds IBA and USASOC frag and handgun requirements. Made in the USA 

from US materials. Colors: UCP, Ranger Green, Coyote, and MultiCam® 

2 LOWER ABDOMEN PROTECTIONTM (LAP) PANEL 

Our LAP PanelTM adds more soft armor coverage and load carriage area. It also incorporates two 

pockets for rifle protective upgrade plates. It is compatible with most military and commercial 

body armor vests currently in use. Exceeds IBA and USASOC frag and handgun requirements. 

Made in the USA from US materials. Colors: Ranger Green, Coyote, and MultiCam® 

3 GROIN PROTECTION SYSTEMTM (GPS) NEW 2013 

Building on our existing Contoured Groin Panel™, the GPS™ provides optional peritoneal, 

femoral, and lower back protection without restricting mobility. Peritoneal protection stores flat 

under front flap until needed. Sizes 1 & 2. Color: MultiCam®

4 PLATE BACKING SOFT ARMOR INSERT 

Soft armor panel for use with non-standalone plates. Exceeds IBA and USASOC frag and 

handgun requirements. Made in the USA from US materials. Sizes SM–XL. 

5 CAGETM PLATE CARRIERTM SOFT ARMOR INSERTS 

Soft armor panels for sides of CPCTM. Exceeds IBA and USASOC frag and handgun requirements. 

Made in the USA from US materials. Two per set. Sizes SM–XL. 

6 BLASTTM LOW PROFILE BELT SOFT ARMOR INSERT 

Soft armor panel for BLASTTM Low Profile Belt. Exceeds IBA and USASOC frag and handgun 

requirements. Made in the USA from US materials. Sizes SM–XL.
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1 ZIP-ON PANELS 

A. PACK 

Zips to rear plate. Simple versatile pack that can hold essential supplies. Features a built-in 

expandable hydration/bolt cutter pocket. Colors: Ranger Green, Coyote, and MultiCam® 

B. POUCH 

A dedicated pouch panel that zips to rear plate. Holds multiple 37/40mm grenades/bangs across 

the top, a GP pouch in the middle, and MOLLE webbing on the bottom. Features a built-in 

expandable hydration/bolt cutter pocket. Colors: Ranger Green, Coyote, and MultiCam® 

C. MOLLE 

A quick attach/detach system to set up dedicated load outs. Zips to rear plate. Features a built-

in expandable hydration/bolt cutter pocket. Colors: Ranger Green, Coyote, and MultiCam® 

2 LIGHTWEIGHT POUCHES 

We have developed a full line of lightweight pouches that are available by custom order. Colors: 

Ranger Green, Coyote, and MultiCam® 

3 StKSSTM 

See page 24 for details. 

4 SIDE-PULL MAG POUCH 

A perfect way to carry and access two mags. Compatible with all of our plate bags. Colors: 

Ranger Green, Coyote, and MultiCam® 

5 STRETCH MAG POUCH 

A lightweight magazine holder that lets you carry and reach two mags on your side. Top or 

bottom pull. CPCTM compatible. Colors: Ranger Green, Coyote, and MultiCam® 

6 ROLL-UP DUMP POUCH 

A lightweight roll-up dump pouch that attaches onto the Velcro® of a plate bag, vest, or belt. 

Colors: Ranger Green, Coyote, and MultiCam®
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DESIGN

The SPARTAN™ provides maxillofacial ballistic protection that snaps onto standard ACH helmets in 

seconds.

Historically, 40% of combat deaths are due to head wounds. One third of deaths due to head injuries 

are caused by wounds to the face, an area not covered by the helmet. Head and neck injury rates are 

up 50% compared to earlier confl icts. Over 70% of head and neck wounds are infl icted to the face.

The SPARTAN™ protects over 50% of the exposed area of the face. TBI (Traumatic Brain Injury) is 

diagnosed in a majority of all current combat casualties. SPARTAN™ lessens TBI risk by signifi cantly 

reducing blast effects transferred to wearer.

FEATURES

Same ballistic performance as helmet  �  Does not interfere with weapon fi ring �  Does not 

obstruct vision, even while looking downwards �  Does not interfere with eating, drinking, or 

communication �  Able to be donned and doffed in seconds �  ACH-compatible right out of the box (no 

hardware needed) �  Compatible with NVGs and standard tactical goggles �  Flexible and lightweight 

(less than 1 lb.) �  Optional nose/mouth cover available �  Easily folded and stowed
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DESIGN

The MagClip™ provides new options for carrying and using magazines. Ideal for applications where low 

visibility, rapid access, or additional capacity is needed. 

Simply clip the magazine to any horizontal edge and grab when needed. The MagClip™ attaches 

directly to the magazine and remains on the magazine – no pouch necessary. Unique clip design allows 

many carry options: inside the waistband, on a belt, on MOLLE webbing, clipped inside a pack or case, 

inside a cummerbund, clipped to a vehicle door panel or under a seat.

While not intended to replace all magazine pouches, the MagClip™ is great for quick-access mags, 

adding mags wherever you have space, low-vis missions, or just throwing a few mags on a belt to hit 

the range without kitting up.  Compatible with most 5.56 magazine types including GI mags, Magpul® 

PMAGS™ and EMAGS™ and HK® mags. Other calibers available soon. Patents pending.
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DESIGN

Introducing the GunClipTM, an entirely new approach to carrying and deploying a handgun. Any light, 

any suppressor, any platform, any orientation, any situation. Even if you’re in a cramped vehicle or 

wearing an armored vest with a gun on your belt, the GunClipTM allows you to deploy your handgun and 

get on target. Fast. And its small size means minimal weight and space is taken up when not in use.

A single adjustment sets rotation (360 degrees) and securely clamps the mount to almost any platform 

(belt or MOLLE). Fits belts up to 2 inches tall. Currently available for all Glock 17, 19, 22, and 23 

pistols. Right hand mount. Other models available soon. Patents pending. Made in the USA from US 

materials.

FEATURES

1 Quickly opens by unsnapping the retention tab while reaching for handgun

2 Retention flap immediately releases and weapon can be instantly detached from 

main body

3 Mount is compatible with all MOLLE platforms and belts up to 2” tall

4 Single adjustment sets rotation angle, 360 degrees

5 Allows use of nearly any light, suppressor, and/or sight

6 Simple, one-handed operation to re-secure handgun
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FEATURES

Revolutionary vented shell design for passive cooling �  Covers more of wearers’ nape than 

traditional designs  �  Modular rifl e level front shell available �  Modular ear and face protection 

available �  Modular ARC-RailTM system available (O2 compatible)

DESIGN

The AirFrameTM ballistic helmet sets new standards in protection, comfort, and modularity. Weighing a 

full 20% less than an ACH 2002 while offering more ballistic coverage, the AirFrameTM helmet exceeds 

ACH frag threats while greatly reducing head-borne weight. Various models available with varying 

performance characteristics. Patents pending.

Sizes: MD, LG, XL

AIRFRAME™ HELMET COVER IN MULTICAM® AVAILABLE, SOLD SEPARATELY.
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DESIGN

Based on the Ops-Core® ARC RailTM Architecture, this system allows 

any number of accessories to be mounted to the helmet. It also 

provides an attachment for an 02 mask, NVG retention bungee 

cords, and cable management tie-downs. The Ops-Core® ARC RailTM 

system used under license from Ops-Core® Inc.

The StockPad™ is a low profile adhesive-backed rubber grip pad that is easily 

applied to the Chops™ allowing better grip and traction against the rifle stock 

while sighting. Available for left and right side.

This adapter was specifically designed to allow direct integration of Peltor® 

hearing protection / active comms with the AirFrame™ helmet by easily sliding 

and locking securely into position onto the Rails.

DESIGN

Scalable and modular ear protection. Uses same attachment system 

as the ChopsTM. One size fits all AirFrame™ helmets.

DESIGN

Easily attached and removed with one hand, the ChopsTM offer 

mission-tailorable maxillofacial protection. The Chops™ provide 

simple lightweight ballistic protection that doesn’t compromise 

communication, hydration, or situational awareness. One size fits 

all AirFrame™ helmets.

FEATURES

Allows proper sighting and firing of weapons  �  Eliminates blind 

spots inherent to traditional face protection �  Able to be donned 

and doffed in seconds �  Compatible with NVGs and most standard 

tactical goggles �  Flexes to fit various face shapes �  Provides 

fragmentation and blast protection

COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES

STOCKPAD PELTOR® RAIL ADAPTER
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A union shirt you can actually be proud to wear. New navy shirt with 

tan ink colorway.

LOCAL 5.56TM TEE

CRYE PRECISIONTM LOGO TEE

  PrecisionTM t-shirts make perfect field dressings, improvised dust 

masks, and function pretty well as birthday gifts too.

BLEND INTM TEE GUNS KILL HIPPIESTM TEE

Subtle BLEND INTM slogan printed on the front, plus a small 

MultiCam® logo on the sleeve. Your loser friends will think you’re 

promoting some kind of social movement – the good ones will know 

you’re supporting our combat-proven camouflage that’s hard at work 

every day giving our guys an edge.

These shirts are all about peace, love, and understanding... That no 

one needs hippies. 

CRYE PRECISIONTM LOGO CAP

Our take on the classic ball cap, with some subtle differences. No 

metal rivet on top. The underside of the brim is a black Velcro® 

receptive material which accepts our VisorLitesTM. This version 

features an embroidered CP logo on the front. Patent Pending. 

Made in the USA from US materials. Berry compliant.

SHOOTERS CAP

Identical to the Crye PrecisionTM logo cap – instead this version 

features a Velcro® loop panel on the front. Patent Pending. Made in 

the USA from US materials. Berry compliant.

CRYE PRECISION™ OFFICIAL SCHWAG
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MAJOR LEAGUE INFIDELTM CHROME EMBLEM

MAJOR LEAGUE INFIDELTM VINTAGE SHIRTS

Tenth anniversary limited edition MLI™ shirt with vintage look and 

feel.

MAJOR LEAGUE INFIDELTM MUG

A fun holiday gift for that useless hippie uncle we all have. (Mug 

imported; printed in the USA.)

Chrome MLI™ emblems ideal for trucks and tanks.

MAJOR LEAGUE INFIDELTM CAP

Identical to our other caps – instead this version features an 

embroidered MLITM logo on the front. Patent Pending. Made in the 

USA from US materials. Berry compliant.

MAJOR LEAGUE INFIDELTM STICKER

These high quality glossy stickers look good on almost anything...

except an ‘85 Dodge Aries K. Available in two sizes.

MAJOR LEAGUE INFIDEL™ OFFICIAL SCHWAG

MAJOR LEAGUE INFIDELTM TEE

Wear this one to your next mandatory cultural-diversity-sensitivity 

training session. Always sure to start friendly conversations on 

airplanes, malls, and hippie protests of all sorts.



COYOTEBLACK RANGER GREEN TAN KHAKI MULTICAM®

NAVYWHITE BLACK ASPHALT LIEUTENANT MULTICAM®



ABOUT US
Crye Precision designs and manufactures truly innovative 

equipment for America’s fighting forces. We are proud and honored 

to serve our customers' needs. We spend as much time as we 

can with users, continuously incorporating their experience and 

feedback into the gear. We give them our full support and are 

indebted to them for their service and their sacrifice. We make 

uncompromising gear for uncompromising individuals. We work 

hard to provide smart, high-performance, long-wearing gear for 

people who demand the best. We make all of our gear in America 

from American materials. Every item is designed to help you 

perform better.

WARRANTY
If a defect in materials or workmanship is found in any of our 

products, we will repair or replace it, free of charge, for the lifetime 

of the product. This excludes normal wear and tear. Be aware that 

the customer is responsible for any and all return shipping charges. 

This applies to the original purchaser and is nontransferrable.

BODY ARMOR
It is against Federal Law for a person convicted of a violent felony 

to purchase or possess body armor. In addition, various states also 

have laws restricting the purchase or possession of body armor by 

persons convicted of certain felonies, other crimes of violence, 

or drug crimes. By purchasing body armor, you acknowledge and 

certify that (I) you have no felony convictions, (II) you have not 

been convicted of any other crime that would restrict your ability 

to purchase or possess body armor under any Federal or State 

law, (III) you do not intend to use the body armor for any criminal 

purpose and (IV) you are over 18 years old. Crye Precision reserves 

the right, in its sole discretion, to refuse to sell body armor to 

any person. Additionally, the sale of body armor to residents of 

Connecticut is restricted to in-person sales, unless the sale is made 

to certain law enforcement or military personnel. We require that 

all orders of body armor be accompanied by a government issued 

photo identification.

ACCURACY
We try very hard to keep the information in our catalogs as accurate 

and up to date as possible. However, errors may occur that may 

sometimes result in inaccurate information being displayed. 

This includes, but is not limited to: product description, images, 

sizing information, and availability. Additionally, we are constantly 

updating products based on user feedback from an evolving 

battlefield. Some products features may vary from what is displayed 

in the catalog. This catalog is meant to serve as a useful guide and 

commerce tool. Crye Precision is not responsible for any errors or 

discrepancies. Item designs are subject to change.

CONTACT INFO
Crye Precision LLC

Brooklyn Navy Yard

63 Flushing Ave Unit 252

Brooklyn, NY 11205

Phone: 1.718.246.3838

Fax: 1.718.246.3833

Email: sales@cryeprecision.com

Web: www.cryeprecision.com
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